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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to provide a simple user interface with which everyone can 
design his/her own game, and play it on Game Boy Advance console. This project helps 
people develop games without having programming knowledge. Everything is done by means 
of a user interface and without any programming knowledge. It is magic, isn’t it? 

Game Boy Advance is a game console developed by Nintendo. In order to market their 
products, they must also develop games running on their products. Every time they develop a 
game for the Game Boy Advance console, they have to implement a low level C++ 
application over and over again. This makes things more complicated. However, if this 
software is used, everything becomes easier. 

This project can be seen as an interpreter that interprets the designed game, which is 
very high level, and converts it to a Game Boy Advance game. If this project is finished 
successfully, game design for Game Boy Advance will experience a revolution in its history.  

In brief, it is required to develop a visual, GUI‐based system that allows people to 
develop games for the Game Boy Advance console. This GUI system is required to 
implement and use the API (Game Engine) developed by Lypson. 
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ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS 

GBA   : Game Boy Advance 

VRAM  : Video RAM 

WRAM  : Working RAM 

OAM   : Object Attribute Memory 

GUI   : Graphical User Interface 

LGE   : Lypson Game Engine 

RGB   : Red, Green, Blue 

GameRevolution : Name of the thesis work. It is a Visual Studio C#.Net application. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

The project is a Visual Graphical User Interface (GUI) system that supplies very high 
level game development to users. It is high level because there is no need to be a programmer 
in order to design a game in Game Boy Advance (often shortened to GBA). Even a basic user 
can design his/her game just by dragging and dropping images, objects (sprites) and some 
other controls. Once a user has designed his/her game, the only thing that is needed is to click 
the run button in the software. Thereafter, the game will be built and displayed on the screen.  

This thesis work is a Visual GUI System. It means it is a desktop application which is 
being developed on Visual Studio C#.Net. More information about interface is given in 
chapter – 3 but, in order to be familiar with what this project really is, one can have a look at 
Figure – 2 in Appendix A. This figure shows the interface with which a basic user can design 
a game. Since this thesis work is a software application, it is given a name and this name is 
GameRevolution. Please note that, from now on, the GameRevolution name is going to be 
used instead of Visual GUI System, Thesis Work, or etc. 

GameRevolution is developed in cooperation with the Lypson Company, and their 
Game Engine is used during development. More information about the company, and how 
their Game Engine is used in GameRevolution are given in second chapter. 

A brief description of the GameRevolution would be a good idea to understand this 
thesis work clearly. In GameRevolution, the user starts designing a game by loading 
background, sprite images or labels. Those images and labels are displayed in the GUI form in 
Figure – 2. User can see what can be done with those sprites, background image and labels by 
only one click to them. For example, if the user clicks the sprite image, sprite properties and 
methods (behaviors) are displayed on the right panel. The user can then move, flip, set sprites’ 
position and etc. from those panels. After finishing the design, the user should click the “run” 
button in GameRevolution so that the designed game is built, and the output is displayed on 
the screen. Not only displaying and moving images on GBA, but also writing text to GBA is 
possible in GameRevolution software. How they are displayed on GBA is explained in the 
implementation section.  

To sum up, GameRevolution is interpreter software implemented in C#, and converts a 
high level application to GBA game. Once it is converted, then the GBA output file, which is 
the game, is generated and displayed on the screen.  
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1.2. GOAL 

Main goal of this project is to implement a GUI for the existing LGE. This GUI will 
allow people to design their own games visually. This GUI helps people get rid of 
implementing low level C++ application over and over again. If this project is used, there is 
no need to be a programmer in order to make a game. Just by dragging and dropping, people 
can design games that run on GBA. 

GameRevolution implemented to simplify game designs on GBA by designing Visual 
GUI system for LGE. 

 

1.3. LIMITATIONS 

GameRevolution, led by Lypson Company, is a huge, commercial software application. 
The whole application cannot be implemented in this thesis work. Some other parts will be for 
a future work. 

This project is going to be focused on: 

• Developing a user friendly GUI for game designs on GBA. 
• Displaying background image on GBA using GameRevolution (GUI). 
• Displaying sprites (objects) on GBA. 
• Moving both background and sprites on GBA. 
• Writing text to the GBA. 

  

1.4. WHAT IS IN THIS REPORT 

This report is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to GameRevolution.  

Chapter 2 is about the Lypson Company and GBA. Firstly, a short introduction to the 
company is given and then Lypson Game Engine is introduced. This game engine is a kind of C++ 
library that is going to be used in the project.  

Chapter 3 is the main part of this report. This chapter is about implementation of the project. Using the 
GameRevolution; how a background and sprite image are displayed or moved on GBA is explained 
in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 is the results part. In this chapter, what has been succeeded so far is explained. 

Chapter 5 is a conclusion to the report. 

Chapter 6 is about future of GameRevolution. 
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2. MORE INTRO 

2.1. LYPSON COMPANY  

2.1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Lypson was founded in June 21, 2004. The company's management consists of three 
people, who work at the head office in Halmstad. There are also over 35 engineers working 
for the company on different projects. 

Over the years Lypson has acquired considerable experience in assignments involving 
software development for medical technology, the teaching of mathematics, game consoles 
and mobile phones. 

Lypson has developed software programs for OPC (Object Linking and Embedding 
(OLE) for Process Control) communications, GPS / GSM communications, serial port 
communication for Zebra printers, and other systems that require hardware programming. 

Lypson also works with web design and web development, and has developed a number 
of sites both before and after the company was founded.  

 

2.1.2. ACTIVITIES 

Lypson has special expertise in both embedded systems and intelligent systems. It offers 
technology solutions in software and hardware development to its customers. Lypson focuses 
mainly on:  

• Development of games for mobile phones and other handheld systems.  
• Development of software for the Windows environment or for different hardware 

systems. 
• Development of web sites and graphic design. 

Programming in Java, C / C + + and the development of games, applications to mobile 
phones or other handheld devices has been Lypson’s passion since 2003. Lypson has a special 
interest in these types of developments. Lypson develops games for cell phones and Game 
Boy Advance / Nintendo DS. 

Further information can be obtained from their website, [1]. 
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Sprites and background images have different palette and data memories. Whenever a 
sprite image is going to be displayed, that image is converted to palette data and tile data. 
Palette data is loaded to sprite palette memory and tile data is loaded to OAM. Similarly, 
whenever a background image is going to be displayed, that image is converted to palette data 
and tile data. Palette data is kept in normal palette memory and tile data is kept in Video 
RAM. 

 
Table 1 – Technical specifications of the original GBA, [2] 

 

2.3. LYPSON GAME ENGINE 

2.3.1. WHAT IS LYPSON GAME ENGINE 

The Lypson Game Engine is an object-oriented C++ library implemented for two-
dimensional platform games of GBA or Nintendo DS. 

Lypson Game Engine (LGE) is an application that is written with C++ and using Visual 
Ham. Visual Ham is a free source IDE that is used for developing GBA applications. Since 
GBA is an embedded system, LGE can be looked upon as an embedded programming 
application. Using this LGE, a programmer can implement GBA applications easily. For 
instance, let us assume that there is a function to load background image. In order to load a 
background image, the only thing that a programmer needs to do is to call the load 
background image function from LGE or, in order to load a background sound, the only thing 
that a programmer needs to do is to call the load background sound function from LGE. Then, 
LGE loads the background image/sound for us. This is exactly the main topic of this thesis. 
See Table – 10, in Appendix C for load background image function in LGE. It is not given 
many functions so as not to the make reader of this report bored.  

Using LGE, GameRevolution provides users the opportunity of making their own 
games. A basic user will be able to make his/her own game using GameRevolution. This will 
be very simple for users but it is not so easy implementing this application. 

Screen 2.9 inches reflective thin-film transistor (TFT) color LCD. 
Power 2 AA batteries 
CPU 16.8 MHz 32-bit ARM7TDMI with embedded memory. 
Memory 32 kilobyte + 96 kilobyte VRAM (internal to the CPU), 256 kilobyte 

WRAM (external to the CPU). 
Resolution 240 x 160 pixels. 
Color support 15-bit RGB (16-bit color space using 5 bits depth per channel), capable 

of displaying 512 simultaneous colors in "character mode" and 32,768 
(2^15) simultaneous colors in "bitmap mode". 
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In order to use LGE functions, it is necessary to build this library statically. Then this 
static library will be included in GameRevolution. Further information about static building 
can be obtained in next section. Further information about LGE can be obtained from this 
page, [3]. 

 

2.3.2. STATIC BUILDING OF LGE 

To use the LGE functions in GameRevolution, the LGE library needs to be built 
statically so that the functions in LGE can be called in any application on the condition that 
the static library is included correctly by that application.  

There are some static building options. The most common one is building with the 
win32 console of Visual Studio. However, it is a win32 console means that this building is not 
suitable for the ARM processor of GBA. Static building with win32 console can be suitable 
for CPUs like Intel, AMD etc. Then LGE must be built using makefile. Although many days 
spent on makefile during the development of GameRevolution, this is not the place to explain 
makefile. Please check the web for information about what makefile is. 

To build a static library, all .cpp files in LGE are compiled into .o files. There is a shell 
command, called ‘ar’, which is used to archive given object files. This archive command 
generates a static library from given object files. The generated static library gets an extension 
of .a, which is static library extension in embedded system environments. Below, you can see 
how these processes are done. 

 

 
Table 2 – Each .h and .cpp files of Lypson is converted to object files as a first step. Then, those object files are 
archived. This archived output file has an extension of .a and it’s our static library. 

 

After building the static library, it must be included in makefile of the C++ application 
that is going to be generated in GameRevolution. Normally, this is done using the g++, gcc or 
these kinds of compilers. But Visual Studio makes a template makefile for users once the user 
generates a new GBA application. This means that, in order to include a (static) library, the 
following steps must be done.  

LIB_FILES = Lypson_Audio_Analog.h Lypson_Bios.h Lypson_DMA.h \ 
             more .cpp source files listed as needed 
... 
 
# All source files have associated object files 
LIBOFILES = $(LIB_FILES:%.cpp=%.o) 
 
# output file 
all : libtapestry.a 
 
# remove the old tapestry library and remake the new one 
libtapestry.a: $(LIBOFILES) 
 rm -f $@ 
 ar cq $@ $(LIBOFILES) 
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#----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# include static library which has the extension .a 
#----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
LIBS :=   -lstatic_lib_name 
 
#----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# give the path of static library 
#----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
export LIBPATHS :=    -L$(CURDIR)/source/lib 

 
Table 3 – This is a part from makefile of the generated C++ application. To be able to use LGE static library, it must 
be included by generated C++ application. 
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3. IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1. INTERFACE DESIGN 

3.1.1. MAIN FORM 

Main form is the form on which everything is managed. A room, which is known also 
as a world, sprite, etc. can be generated by means of this form. The user starts designing 
his/her game by constructing a Room and adding elements to this Room. Finally, once the 
user clicks Run symbol (button) in Main Form, the game is built and the resulting GBA file is 
displayed on the screen. Main form is displayed in Figure – 2, in Appendix A. 

 

3.1.2. ROOM CHILD FORM 

Figure – 2 in Appendix A includes also a Room frame. Objects, sprites and other 
controls can be added to this Room from panels on the left. After completing construction of 
the Room (designing the game), the only thing that the user is supposed to do is to click the 
“run” symbol in main form then, the game is converted to CPP/header files and built. Finally, 
a GBA file is generated as a result, and this GBA file is the game that is designed. In order to 
play this game on a GBA console, it needs to be transferred to GBA with a cable.  

 

3.1.3. BACKGROUND CHILD FORM 

In Figure – 3, in Appendix A, the child frame to load a background image is given. 
Once the user clicks the “load background” button, the user can load GIF, JPEG, BMP images 
as background. The user can load more than one background and select one of them from 
Room Child Form. Backgrounds, Room, Sprites, etc. are all can be controlled from tree view 
on the right of Main Form. The user can also give a name to the background he/she loads. 

 

3.1.4. SPRITE CHILD FORM 

Sprite child form is nearly the same as the background child form. The user can load the 
sprite image using this form and this sprite image can be used later when designing the game. 
Once the user creates a sprite and loads a sprite image, he/she can see the loaded sprite image 
on Room Child Form. The user has enough flexibility to design a game, such as by dragging 
and dropping sprites, moving, renaming, and positioning them.  
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3.2. IMAGE TO GBA FORMAT 

Loaded background image must be converted to header files because an image cannot 
be transferred directly to the GBA. Instead, they are converted to header files, each of which 
keeps color and tile data. Actually, these color and tile data are 1D array of type unsigned 
short.  Color data are copied to Palette Memory and tile data is copied to Video Memory.  

 

extern const unsigned short paletteData[] = 
{ 
    0xFFFF, 0x4581, 0x15FF, 0x5E2A, 0x72F0, 0x37FF, 0x7F71, 0x4652, 
    0x2903, 0x7BDE, 0x6318, 0x00D0, 0x0159, 0x0842 
}; 
 
 
//Since tile data is very huge, only a short part of it is given here.  
extern const unsigned char spriteImgData0[] =  
{ 
    0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
    0x00, 0x00, 0x88, 0x41, 0x00, 0x88, 0x34, 0x36, 
    0x34, 0x98, 0x9A, 0x48, 0x34, 0x77, 0xAA, 0x47, 
    0x84, 0x83, 0x88, 0x13, 0x83, 0x54, 0x33, 0x31, 
    0x46, 0x81, 0x08, 0x00, 0x36, 0x36, 0x84, 0x08, 
    … 
} 

 
Table 4 – Each pixel in an image is converted to color and tile data of type unsigned short and kept in a header file so 
that they are able to be displayed on GBA. 

 

There are many background options (formats) in GBA but two of them will be 
examined here. And the tile-based format is the most common one in games. 

 

3.2.1. BITMAPPED FORMAT 

In this background format, each pixel of a given image is converted to unsigned short. 
At first, loaded image is converted to Bitmap type. Then red, green, blue values of each pixel 
are sent to a function which converts them to unsigned short. After converting each pixel to 
unsigned short, those pixels are written to a header file as 1D array. The only thing that is 
needed to display an image on GBA is loading that 1D unsigned array to the memory of 
GBA. The function that converts RGB to unsigned short is given below, 

 

/// <summary>Converts r,g,b values into hexadecimal</summary> 
private ushort RGBtoUShort(int r, int g, int b) 
{ 
      return (ushort)((r >> 3) | ((g >> 3) << 5) | ((b >> 3) << 10)); 
} 

 
Table 5 – This is a function takes RGB values of a pixel and converts it to unsigned short. 
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3.2.2. TILE BASED FORMAT 

This format is commonly used when programming the GBA and is also used in this 
project as default background format. Tile backgrounds are made up from tiles that are 8x8 
pixels of small images, obtained from the whole background image. The loaded background 
image is divided into 8x8 tiles, and these tiles are kept in a file as an array. When it is wanted 
to generate the image, those tiles are just indexed (also known as mapping). Below, Figure – 4 
shows it clearly. 

Three header files are generated to achieve the displaying an image on GBA. At first, a 
header file keeping palette colors must be generated. This header file keeps different palette 
colors in an image, and they are indexed in the tile header file. 

Secondly, a header file keeping tiles must be generated. When keeping those tiles, all 
that is kept is the index value of the corresponding palette. What is more, tiles are unique and 
the same tile is not kept twice. 

Thirdly, each tile is indexed from map header file. By doing these three processes, it is 
gained too much space from the memory and also from program performance. Otherwise, it is 
a huge overhead for GBA which has few memory space, CPU speed, etc. comparing to a 
normal PC.  

 

 

Figure 4 – An image is divided into 8x8 tiles and they are mapped. If an image has many occurrence of a tile, then 
those tiles are neither converted nor included in header file. Those repeated tiles are just mapped when it is needed to 
display the whole image. This causes gaining too much performance. [4]. 
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3.3. DISPLAYING AND MOVING IMAGES 

So far how to convert an image (sprite or background image, they are all same) has been 
considered. Now we should determine how to display it. 

In order to display an image, creating an instance of the Lypson_LargeBackground 
class is needed. See constructor of this class in Table – 10, in Appendix C. There are two 
important parameters in this constructor. They are “tiles” and “map”. In the previous section, 
it has been stated that three header files are generated when converting an image. Each of 
these header files contains 1D unsigned short array. One of these header files keeps palette 
data, one keeps tile data and one keeps map data. Tile data and map data are sent to the 
constructor of Lypson_LargeBackground class as parameters, but palette data is set by 
another function. Here is that function: 

 

Lypson_Palette::loadBackgroundPalette((void *)paletteData); 

 

By following these steps, an image is loaded. So far so good! Now let us examine how 
to move it.  

All classes in LGE, which are displaying image, inherit Lypson_GraphicalElement 
class. Since image is a graphical element, Lypson_LargeBackground class also inherits 
Lypson_GraphicalElement class. This class has a bunch of functions to move an element. 
Here are some of them: 

 

void moveUp(); 
void moveUp( u16 length ); 
void moveRight(); 
void moveRight( u16 length ); 
void moveDown(); 
void moveDown( u16 length ); 
void moveLeft(); 
void moveLeft( u16 length ); 

 
Table 6 – Here are some functions from Lypson_GraphicalElement class. Functions which do not take any parameter 
move graphical elements only 1 pixel. Other functions move graphical elements according to the pixel it is given. 

 

Using those functions, an image is moved simply. Each of the functions moves an 
image only one pixel, but functions which take parameters move the image according to that 
parameter. If that parameter is 3, then image is moved 3 pixels. Below, inheritance diagram of 
Lypson_LargeBackground is given. 
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Figure 5 – Lypson_LargeBackground class inherits Lypson_GraphicalElement class.  
Motions are realized by means of this Lypson_GraphicalElement class. 

 

3.4. DISPLAYING TEXT 

In GameRevolution, the user can drag-drop labels to the “room form” just like in Visual 
Studio C#.Net. After the drag-drop operation, the user can edit the text that is written in that 
label. As usual, the user clicks the “run” button in GameRevolution in order to see the result. 
Finally, the text is displayed on GBA. Figure – 9 is given as an example to show how a text 
looks like in GBA. 

 

 

Figure 6 – A simple text displayed using GameRevolution. 

 

In order to display a text on GBA, Lypson_TextWriter class is used from LGE. This 
class handles writing text to the screen. Some functions from this class are given below. 
Calling to these functions is enough to display a text on screen. 

void putString(char *str); 
void putString(char *str, u16 x, u16 y); 
void animateString(char *str, u16 x, u16 y, u32 vblanks); 
void clearScreen(); 

 
Table 7 – Here are some functions to display a text on the screen. These functions are public methods of the 
Lypson_TextWriter class in LGE. 
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3.5. BUILD PROCESS 

At the end of the user’s game design, he or she will want to run the game, and so these 
header files, cpp files must be compiled inside GameRevolution (which is a C# application). 
Generated cpp/header files must be compiled inside C#. In order to achieve this, batch files 
must be used. 

 

3.5.1. WHAT IS BATCH FILE? 

Batch files allow MS-DOS and Windows users to run a list of commands at once, 
instead of running them one-by-one and individually. It is actually a text file that keeps a list 
of commands. A batch file can be written using any text editor and run by only double 
clicking to corresponding batch file. Once user clicks to the batch file, commands in that 
batch file are executed. Below a simple batch file, which is simply listing the files in a 
directory, is shown. 

 

pause 
dir c:\windows 
dir c:\windows\system

 
Table 8 – Simple batch file 

 

3.5.2. CALLING BATCH FILES 

REM Move to the folder where the batch file is in. 
cd "%~dp0" 
 
REM Delete previously generated files 
del .\source\*.h 
del .\source\*.cpp 
make -f makefile clean 

 
Table 8 – This is Clean batch file that cleans the previously generated application files. Every time user runs 
GameRevolution, an application is generated. So, previously generated applications are cleaned with this batch file. 

 

REM Move to the folder where the batch file is in. 
cd "%~dp0" 
 
REM Build GBA 
make -f makefile 

 
Table 9 – Build batch file builds C++ application that is generated by GameRevolution. 
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There are two batch files used in this project. They are clean.bat and build.bat files. 
Clean removes previously generated header/cpp files from the application directory. Build 
batch file builds the C++ game application is generated by GameRevolution. In order to call a 
batch file in C#, this code below is used, 

 

System.Diagnostics.Process.Start (@"C:\GameRevolution\build.bat"); 

Clean and build batch files are called from a function named ‘build’ (a function of 
GameRevolution). This function builds the game step-by-step and types each progress to the 
Status text in GameRevolution, so that user can see the progress on GameRevolution. In order 
to do these things simultaneously, thread is used. After the build process finishes, a GBA 
game (file of extension .gba) is generated and displayed. This game works on GBA, which 
means that if the user transfers this game to the GBA, it works on the GBA game console. 

Finally, the generated GBA game is the game that is designed by user. Here it can be 
understood that even a basic user can generate his/her own game using GameRevolution. 

 

3.6. DOCUMENTING THE PROJECT 

C# and Visual Studio .NET (VS.NET) gives us the ability to write code and  
documentation in the same file. Using specified C# XML tags, a C# programmer can 
document his/her code much more easily. C# XML tags in an application are combined in an 
XML file. This XML file is used later on in generating help files. All XML comments begin 
with three forward slashes (///). The first two slashes signify a comment and tell the compiler 
to ignore the text that follows. The third slash tells the parser that this is an XML comment 
and should be handled appropriately. Some of those tags, and what do they do, are given in 
Table – 11 in Appendix B. 
 

These tags are not all the tags in C#, but the commonly used ones. Since C# and Visual 
Studio generates an XML document using the comments that a programmer typed in his/her 
program, this XML document is used to generate the help file as was mentioned before. This 
is done using some programs such as doxygen, ndoc, etc. Doxygen is used in this project to 
generate a help file. Figure – 7 shows a picture from doxygen when generating the help file, 
and Figure – 8 shows the help file itself. Please look at Appendix B for the figures. 
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4. RESULTS 

 
Figure 9 – You see a simple game on this figure. This game has a background image and three sprites. Two of the 
sprites are flipped, which means they are turned upside-down. The other sprite is main sprite and it can move in all 
directions, according to key pressed.  

 

In Figure – 7, you can see an image that is taken from a simple game designed with 
GameRevolution. At first, a background is loaded in this simple game. Secondly, three sprites 
are loaded. Two of them are enemies and one, which is at the bottom of figure, is the player. 
Two enemy sprites are flipped (rotated vertically) as you see in the figure. Main sprite, which 
is the player, can move in all directions according to the key pressed by the player. One more 
important point here is that sprites start at a position where they are dragged and dropped in 
GameRevolution. This is also one of the significant flexibilities in GameRevolution.  

Now, let us list what we have done so far: 

• Static building of LGE and using its functions during game design. 
• Displaying background and sprite images. 
• Moving sprite and also background. If the background image is too big, only a small 

part of that background is displayed. Other parts can be seen by means of this motion. 
• Flipping the sprite is a function in which the user can flip (rotate) the sprite image 

vertically and horizontally. 
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• The user can simply display text on the screen. When the text is being written to the 
screen, it is written as an animation. See Figure – 9 for a text displayed on GBA. 

 

This is the list of what has been done successfully so far, but this is not all of course. 
Many things have done when implementing the GameRevolution, but only some of them are 
explained here. In this report, I have described how game is designed but not how GUI is 
implemented. However, GameRevolution (GUI) not only generates a GBA game, but also 
presents a user-friendly interface to the users when designing the game. This user-friendly 
interface is also a big success for development since users expect a useful interface when 
using a program.  

As was explained before, GameRevolution is kind of an interpreter. When designing an 
interface for GameRevolution, an effort was made to simulate Visual Studio as much as 
possible. In Visual Studio, when user clicks a control, the properties and methods of that 
control are displayed on a panel. This is also done in GameRevolution. In Visual Studio, the 
user is able to drag drop, rename and change some properties of a control. These kinds of 
similarities exist in GameRevolution. The results obtained are not only a success from the 
GBA side but also a success from the C# side.  

In brief, results are better than they were expected to be. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

GameRevolution is a Visual GUI development project for game designs in GBA. GUI is 
developed using Visual Studio C#.Net and game is designed by generating C++ application 
during the run time. This property of the project looks like interpreters or compilers. Since 
developing a program that must be compatible with both C# and low level C++ is tough, only 
basic games can be designed in the program (GameRevolution) that is implemented so far.  

It should be noted that this project is commercial and very huge. If it were a simple 
application, the whole analysis of the project could be done and then the programming of that 
project could start. However, in contrast to a simple software application, this is a huge 
application and it was developed by the divide-conquer method. 

During this thesis work, although many things have been learnt and experiences have 
been gained, some of them are so important as to warrant mentioning here. The most 
significant experience of this project is to work with a company and its engineers. Of course, 
it is most fortunate to be able to work with a company, since its engineers are more 
experienced than a student. In particular, I learned how to use Visual Studio C#, and how to 
discover new things about it. I also learned how to get help from forum web pages, such as 
MSDN of Microsoft.  

What is more, I learned the programming of the GBA, starting from the “Hello GBA” 
application to some other small applications. Since GBA is a game console, embedded system 
programming experience was also gained. In embedded systems, makefiles, which compiles 
an application, are crucial. A great deal of experience of makefile was also gained.  

All-in-all, although GameRevolution is a very huge project, and many obstacles are 
faced during development, half of it was finished successfully by gaining a wealth of 
experience of the work.  
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6. FUTURE WORK 

When finishing the report, there should be something to say. First of all, there is no end 
to a big software application. Even after the first version is released, second, third and others 
follow it. I listed what had been successful so far in results section. Now I will list what can 
be done in the future. 

• Sprites must be able to fire at each other, and the main sprite, which is player, must be 
able to fire in accordance with the key strikes. If any shot hits an enemy, a dying 
animation should be animated. Similarly, if any shot hits an object, an explosion 
animation should be shown.  

• Sprites must be able to jump, walk and run. 
• There must be a score table that shows the score, and life of the player. 
• People using this program must be able to generate stages such as stage 1, 2, etc.  

 

If all these steps are taken successfully, then GameRevolution will be real software with 
which GBA games are easily designed.  

When concluding the report, it would be good to finish it with a popular saying in 
Turkey: “What we have done so far ensures what we are going to do”. 
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A 

 

Figure 2 – Main form to design a GBA game. Once user clicks the buttons on top of the frame, controls are generated. 
Room, also known as World, is the frame to design game. User designs the game using this Room frame. Background, 
sprites and every other thing are put here. Other buttons are to load background, sprite images or sounds. After 
designing the game, if user clicks run button, the game is displayed. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Background Child Form to load background image. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

/// <summary> 
/// This tag summarizes the functions, classes, namespaces, etc. 
/// </summary> 
 
/// <returns> 
/// Describes the return value. 
/// </returns> 
 
/// <param name=”parameter_name”> 
/// This explains the paramters that are passing to a function. 
/// When calling a function, these explanations can be seen by 
/// means of Intellisense in Visual Studio. 
/// </param> 
 
/// <seealso cref="GameRevolution.BitmapBasedBG"> 
/// This tag gives a referance link to the given class, fucntion, 
/// etc. </seealso> 

 
Table 11 – Sample comment tags in C# 

 

 

Figure 7 – Doxygen when documenting the project 
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Figure 8 – Generated help file 

 

APPENDIX C 

Lypson_LargeBackground( BackgroundLayer theLayer, 
    void * tiles, u32 tileLength, void * map 
    lengthType theMapWidth, lengthType theMapHeight, 
    u16 mapBaseBlock, u16 charBaseBlock, 
    PaletteColors colors, 
    lengthType xOffset, lengthType yOffset ); 
 
//Parameters 
theLayer The background layer to place a part of the large background on. 
tiles The tiles of the large background. 
tileLength The size in bytes of all tiles belonging to the large background. 
map The map of the entire large background. 
theMapWidth The width of the map (in tile elements, not pixels). 
theMapHeight The height of the map (in tile elements, not pixels). 
mapBaseBlock The baseblock to place the window of the large map on in the GBA LCD 

VRAM. A number between 0 and 31. 
charBaseBlock The baseblock to place the tiles of the large map on in the GBA LCD VRAM. A 

number between 0 and 3. 
colors Specifies if the background uses a 16 or 256 color palette. 
xOffset The initial x position of the window of the large background map. 
yOffset The initial y position of the window of the large background map. 

 
Table 10 – This is the function to load a background image. Although it takes too many parameters, important ones 
are ‘tiles, map and colors’. More information about these parameters is given in Implementation chapter.  


